Browning Hunting Blinds and ALPS OutdoorZ Partner with Mossy Oak to Offer Dove Season Gear in Mossy Oak® Blades™.

Browning Hunting Blinds announces Dove Shooter in Mossy® Oak Blades™.

ALPS OutdoorZ announces Dove Belt accessory belt in Mossy® Oak Blades™.

Browning Hunting Blinds offers the Dove Shooter hunting stool in Mossy Oak® Blades™ pattern. "When we design a product we think of features that we as hunters want in a product," says Colby Smith, product development. "When we started developing the Dove Shooter our goal was to create a shooting stool that had everything you’d need while out in the field, but was also something that could be used back at camp. The features included on the Dove Shooter make that possible." The Dove Shooter features an extra-wide, comfortable seat and is constructed using high-quality fabric and a durable, powder-coated steel frame. An insulated cooler bag is built in underneath the wide seat. Easy-access pockets are located on the front of the seat, helping keep shells easily accessible. The mesh pockets also double as a motion decoy holder allowing hunters to safely carry two decoys (stakes and all), eliminating the need for another bag. The Dove Shooter folds flat and features a shoulder-carry strap for hauling the stool in and out of the field.

ALPS OutdoorZ offers the Dove Belt in Mossy Oak® Blades™ as well. "Our goal when developing the Dove Belt was to come up with something that was easily customizable," says Zach Scheiddegger. "We wanted to give hunters the option to move pockets to the left, right, front or back, or if they want, to leave a pocket off entirely. Basically we just wanted to design a belt to fit every hunter’s personal style of hunting." The Dove Belt includes a total of four pockets: two large shell pockets, one mesh bag pocket and one water bottle pocket. The pockets are accessed through a magnetic closure system and the removable pockets make for easy cleaning. In addition to being used in the field, the removable pockets make it a perfect accessory belt for clay bird shooting.

Browning Hunting Blinds: The Best There Is

ALPS Brands is a proud licensee and distributor of Browning Hunting Blinds.

ALPS Brands: Exceed Your Expectations:

Beginning in 1993 with the establishment of ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS Brands is a continuously growing and expanding group of companies dedicated to developing and manufacturing high quality, performance-driven outdoor products. Currently making up the ALPS Brands family of companies are ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS OutdoorZ, Delta Waterfowl Gear, NWTF Gear, Browning Camping and Cedar Ridge.

Haas Outdoors Inc., headquartered in West Point, Miss., was established in 1986 and is the home of Mossy Oak. Celebrating 30 years in 2016, Mossy Oak is a leading outdoors lifestyle brand that specializes in developing and marketing modern camouflage designs for hunters and outdoors enthusiasts. The Mossy Oak Brand and patterns can be found on a multitude of products worldwide. Haas Outdoors Inc. is the parent company of Mossy Oak, BioLogic, Mossy Oak Productions, MOOSE Media, Nativ Nurseries, Nativ Living, GameKeepers, GameKeepers Kennels and Mossy Oak Properties. Mossy Oak is the official camouflage of the National Wild Turkey Federation and Ducks Unlimited.
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